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Use of the terms quartal and quintal arises from a contrast, compositional or perceptual, with traditional
tertian harmonic constructions. Listeners familiar with music of the (European) common practice period
perceive tonal music as that which uses major and minor chords and scales, wherein both the major third and
minor third constitute the basic structural elements of the harmony.
Quartal and quintal harmony - Wikipedia
The diminished seventh chord is a seventh chord composed of a root note, together with a minor third, a
diminished fifth, and a diminished seventh above the root: (1, â™- 3, â™- 5, 7). Since a diminished seventh is
enharmonically equivalent to a major sixth, this is enharmonically equivalent to (1, â™- 3, â™- 5, â™® 6).
For example, the diminished seventh chord built on C, commonly written as ...
Diminished seventh chord - Wikipedia
NOTICE: The Academic Resource Guide is now available and contains new degree requirements. Click here
to download the Academic Resource Guide (PDF)
Course Schedule - Cottey College
John Mayer songs are often interesting to analyze because he studied at the Berklee School of Music and
knows his harmony. This is the type of chord progression that a classical musician would recognize and
understand immediately.
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